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11

List 4 things you have 

learnt in today’s lesson.

List 4 things you have 

learnt in today’s lesson.learnt in today’s lesson.learnt in today’s lesson.

22

List 3 things your 

neighbour has

List 3 things your 

neighbour hasneighbour has

learnt in today’s lesson.

neighbour has

learnt in today’s lesson.

33

In 60 seconds sum 

up your learning today.

In 60 seconds sum 

up your learning today.

44

Write the new words 

you have learned in this 

Write the new words 

you have learned in this you have learned in this 

lesson and what they 

mean.

you have learned in this 

lesson and what they 

mean.

55

Write 3 top tips for 

what we learnt today.

Write 3 top tips for 

what we learnt today.

66

The answer is ……. 

what is the question?

The answer is ……. 

what is the question?what is the question?what is the question?

77
In pairs, answer this 

question on a post-it note 

and stick it on the board. 

In pairs, answer this 

question on a post-it note 

and stick it on the board. and stick it on the board. 

Does everyone agree?

and stick it on the board. 

Does everyone agree?

88
Take 1 minute to compose 2 

sentences in your head to 

explain what we have learnt and

how we have learnt it, using

Take 1 minute to compose 2 

sentences in your head to 

explain what we have learnt and

how we have learnt it, usinghow we have learnt it, using

the key words from the lesson.

how we have learnt it, using

the key words from the lesson.

99

Where can you use or apply 

the skill you have developed 

today in everyday life?

Where can you use or apply 

the skill you have developed 

today in everyday life?today in everyday life?today in everyday life?

1010

Show your work to your 

neighbour, work in pairs 

to set targets.

Show your work to your 

neighbour, work in pairs 

to set targets.to set targets.to set targets.

1111
Do a self assessment 

and record what you have

learnt, any difficulties you 

Do a self assessment 

and record what you have

learnt, any difficulties you learnt, any difficulties you 

have had and set your 

personal targets.

learnt, any difficulties you 

have had and set your 

personal targets.

1212

What do you think 

we will learn next?

What do you think 

we will learn next?we will learn next?we will learn next?

1313

Use your show me boards 

to answer True or False.

Use your show me boards 

to answer True or False.

1414

In your groups work on In your groups work on In your groups work on 

different parts of the task 

and then you will share 

your findings.

In your groups work on 

different parts of the task 

and then you will share 

your findings.

1515

You will feedback to 

whole class if your 

You will feedback to 

whole class if your whole class if your 

number comes 

up on the roll of the dice.

whole class if your 

number comes 

up on the roll of the dice.



1616

If you were the teacher 

what questions would you 

ask the class and why?

If you were the teacher 

what questions would you 

ask the class and why?ask the class and why?ask the class and why?

1717

Explain these statements 

to the rest of your group.

Explain these statements 

to the rest of your group.

1818

Get ready for a quick 

fire quiz to 

revisit learning.

Get ready for a quick 

fire quiz to 

revisit learning.revisit learning.revisit learning.

1919
Have a look at these 

answered exam questions.

Do you agree? Why did or

Have a look at these 

answered exam questions.

Do you agree? Why did orDo you agree? Why did or

didn’t they get the mark(s).

Do you agree? Why did or

didn’t they get the mark(s).

2020

Why is this answer wrong?Why is this answer wrong?

2121

Using what you have 

learnt create a class 

set of loop cards.

Using what you have 

learnt create a class 

set of loop cards.set of loop cards.set of loop cards.

2222

Compare the strategies 

you used today. Which is 

Compare the strategies 

you used today. Which is you used today. Which is 

the most efficient and why?

you used today. Which is 

the most efficient and why?

2323

Match the cards to show

your  ideas and learning.

Match the cards to show

your  ideas and learning.your  ideas and learning.your  ideas and learning.

2424

Why did we learn

what we did today?

Why did we learn

what we did today?what we did today?what we did today?

2525

What are the main 

misconceptions from 

this topic?

What are the main 

misconceptions from 

this topic?this topic?this topic?

2626

Make a mini book 

summarising or revising 

Make a mini book 

summarising or revising summarising or revising 

key ideas and vocabulary 

from this topic.

summarising or revising 

key ideas and vocabulary 

from this topic.

2727

Self assess yourself on 

how you feel with respect

to achieving the lesson 

Self assess yourself on 

how you feel with respect

to achieving the lesson to achieving the lesson 

objective.

to achieving the lesson 

objective.

2828

Write your own questions Write your own questions Write your own questions 

based on the objectives

of the lesson.

Write your own questions 

based on the objectives

of the lesson.

2929

Based on these words 

from this lesson let’s 

create a web diagram.

Based on these words 

from this lesson let’s 

create a web diagram.create a web diagram.create a web diagram.

3030

This is the link 

to next lesson…..

This is the link 

to next lesson…..to next lesson…..to next lesson…..

3131

Draw a picture based

on the learning and 

Draw a picture based

on the learning and on the learning and 

vocabulary from 

today’s lesson.

on the learning and 

vocabulary from 

today’s lesson.



3232
Describe the following 

word from the lesson 

without using the 

Describe the following 

word from the lesson 

without using the without using the 

given word.

without using the 

given word.

3333

Come up with your 
own homework task.
Come up with your 
own homework task.own homework task.own homework task.

3434

Come up with a 

mnemonic to remember 

the meaning of….

Come up with a 

mnemonic to remember 

the meaning of….the meaning of….the meaning of….

3535

What is the connection 

between these two facts, 

in pairs find the route 

What is the connection 

between these two facts, 

in pairs find the route in pairs find the route 

from one to the other.

in pairs find the route 

from one to the other.

3636

Using the following words

copy and complete 

the following sentence.

Using the following words

copy and complete 

the following sentence.the following sentence.the following sentence.

3737

Using the answers posted 

around the walls go to 

Using the answers posted 

around the walls go to around the walls go to 

the answer that you think

answers the following 

question.

around the walls go to 

the answer that you think

answers the following 

question.

3838

In pairs choose the odd

one out and explain why.

In pairs choose the odd

one out and explain why.one out and explain why.one out and explain why.

3939
From the lesson objectives 

write 3 true and 3 false 

statements, give them 

From the lesson objectives 

write 3 true and 3 false 

statements, give them statements, give them 

to your partner to sort out.

statements, give them 

to your partner to sort out.

4040

Give the solution to the 

following problem. Cut 

Give the solution to the 

following problem. Cut following problem. Cut 

into strips, give it to 

another group to put into 

correct order.

following problem. Cut 

into strips, give it to 

another group to put into 

correct order.

4141

How can you improve 

this solution to the 
following problem?

How can you improve 

this solution to the 
following problem?following problem?following problem?

4242
What is the same or 

different about the 

following items?

What is the same or 

different about the 

following items?following items?following items?

4343

Sort the following items 

into groups based on your 

Sort the following items 

into groups based on your into groups based on your 

own classification.

into groups based on your 

own classification.

4444
Using the list displayed 

select the correct 

information required to 

Using the list displayed 

select the correct 

information required to information required to 

solve the problem.

information required to 

solve the problem.

4545

In this web diagram thatIn this web diagram thatIn this web diagram that

has some false parts 

select the correct 

information.

In this web diagram that

has some false parts 

select the correct 

information.

4646

Out of a scale of 1 to 3 

how would you rate your

effort today?

Out of a scale of 1 to 3 

how would you rate your

effort today?effort today?effort today?

4747

Can you come up with 

the script/audio to this 

Can you come up with 

the script/audio to this the script/audio to this 

video that summarises 

your learning today?

the script/audio to this 

video that summarises 

your learning today?



4848
Display your work around

the class and we will visit 

your work like in a 

Display your work around

the class and we will visit 

your work like in a your work like in a 

museum.

your work like in a 

museum.

4949

Can you plan 

the next lesson?

Can you plan 

the next lesson?the next lesson?the next lesson?

5050

Create a comic strip to 

illustrate your learning. 

Create a comic strip to 

illustrate your learning. illustrate your learning. illustrate your learning. 


